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3. Dolphins Report
It would be fair to say that 2020 has turned out to be a year that none of us expected. Despite
the impact of a global pandemic, it has been very pleasing to see the resilience of all the
children as they have adapted to several changes along the way.
We started the year with a new Dolphins teacher, Kathleen Trickett, who quickly engaged with
the children and gained their trust. Robyn Brown began her 4th year as Dolphins Educator. A full
group of 22 children commenced in term 1, and were supported to learn new routines and
become familiar with their Kinder environment. It was delightful to watch their confidence grow
in the areas of self-care, making new friends and engaging in the program.
Popular inside activities that engaged

the group were painting, collage,
play doh, block construction, vehicles
and the dolls house. Outside children
had access to the sand pit, swings,
climbing equipment, digging patch,
trampoline and ball activities.
We had a particular focus on colours
and experimenting with mixing them
in Term 1.

We quickly discovered that many children had an interest in
space related topics and building rocket ships. This interest
extended over many different activities, including collage,
block and magnet construction and the ‘balloon rocket’
experiment, which was met with great enthusiasm. We also
experimented with the exploding film canister to see how
high it would shoot into the sky.
By the end of Term 1 it became evident that the Covid-19
virus would impact the way we delivered our Kinder
program, and the term was cut short by one week.
Teacher, Kathleen was unable to return to onsite teaching
from this time. Two children left the service due to family
reasons, but two new children joined us in Term 3.
We commenced Term 2 by engaging the children and families remotely via a Facebook group
designed specifically for the Dolphins. It was pleasing to see all families join the group, and offer
positive feedback on the content. It proved to be a positive way to connect with the children
and parents. Both Kathleen and Robyn were able to contribute to the Facebook page, with
music, art, challenges and the Auslan sign language being introduced.
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As Coronavirus cases dropped in the community we were able to make a safe return to onsite
learning for the last 4 ½ weeks of Term 2, which included Covid safe practices. Relief Teacher,
Hong Nguyen joined us, and we were also supported by Educator, Kellie Davis to ensure a
smooth restart. Both ladies brought valuable experience, care and dedication to their roles. The
children returned to Kinder enthusiastically and quickly resettled into the routine. They were keen
to re-establish friendships and enjoy being in the Kinder setting again.
The children showed great interest in
our Spiny Leaf Insects, and all the eggs
they had laid. We learned some fun
facts and how to care for them.
Another favourite is the dinosaurs,
which have been used in imaginative
play, with realistic sound effects.

Part of our regular program is to provide a weekly music program, which is run by Robyn. This
included action songs, gross body movements, listening to instructions, instruments, numeracy
and literacy – and of course is lots of fun.
To celebrate the return of AFL football in an
interrupted season, we had a ‘dress in your
team colours’ day. It was great to see so
many take up the opportunity to represent
their team. We played handball and kick to
kick in the yard also.
This term we saw friendships form, and the
children learn and practice some good social
and emotional skills. Taking turns and working
in a team are often discussion points, as well as
having some self regulation strategies. All
great skills for life.

We
observed
some
great
collaboration in the sand pit where
some children made an impressive
oven, which included pipe work
and a cook top.
There was also good imaginative
play with the ice tub and arctic
animals.
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Our term continued smoothly to the mid year break, and then we returned onsite with our Covid
safe strategies in Term 3. Hong returned as Teacher. Kellie was unable to return, so Tanya
Quinlan came in as a 3rd Educator to provide additional support on a casual basis.
Unfortunately Term 3 was interrupted again as we returned to online learning for the last 6 weeks
of term. Robyn planned the program to deliver weekly themes for learning, which included:
‘Rain’, ‘Indigenous Australia’, ‘All About Dad (for Father’s Day), ‘Float or Sink’, ‘Spring has Sprung’,
and ‘Fruity Fun’. Short videos were posted which included music, art/craft, science, and cooking.
Many children engaged positively with this form of learning, and the families regularly posted
comments and photos of the children’s participation.

Mav making rain in a glass

We talked about the Aboriginal Flag, Harvey D did the Float or Sink
and what the colours mean. Harvey challenge and recorded his results.
R made this version.

Oscar made a pond to sing ‘Five Alayna made a floral lei to celebrate Peggy made some fruit kebabs,
Little Speckled Frogs’.
spring.
and said they were yummy.
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Henry had loads of fun blowing bubbles and making
some bubble paintings. Sooo many bubbles!

To wrap up Term 3, Robyn offered all families to have a one to one Zoom video call with her.
Twenty families took up the offer. The meetings went for 15-20 minutes each and the children
were asked to bring ‘Show & Tell’, and then Robyn shared in the same way. We ended with a
story which the children could choose from .

The final event for Term 3 was an ‘all-in’
Zoom meeting, which was joined by 18
families, and Hong. The meeting went for
45 minutes and hosted by Robyn. It served
as an opportunity to recap the online
learning for the past 6 weeks, and for the
children to see and connect with each
other.
We did a few simple songs, a scavenger
hunt and ended with a story.
We were all looking forward to getting
back to Kinder in Term 4.
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Term 4 has seen the return to onsite learning, with Hong continuing
as Teacher, and support from Tanya.
The Mentone Preschool Supermarket has been installed as inspired
by Harvey D, and proven to be a big hit.
It seems that the Dolphin cohort of 2020 are made of strength,
resilience, determination and co-operation as they have been
asked to adjust time and time again to the Kinder year. We
couldn’t be more prouder of them!
It has been a joy and privilege to be part of the Dolphins team this
year, and I would like to thank the staff and committee for their
ongoing support and encouragement to me. The time working
with Hong has been very positive, as we have teamed well
together.

For 2021, we have 5 children repeating Dolphins, 8 will go to Penguins and 7 to Sea Stars.
Two children will attend another Kinder which is closer to their homes.
We wish every child a positive learning experience for next year, and know they will go from
strength to strength. Thank you to all the families for their valued feedback, support and love –
you’re all amazing, and we couldn’t have done it without you!
Robyn Brown
Dolphins Educator 2020
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4. Penguins Report
Hello to all the 2020 Penguin families.
Well, I ‘m not sure where to start or how to
summarise 2020 but I’ll give it a go. Although
there have been so many challenges and
disappointments it is amazing to think that there
have still been so many positive and joyful things
that have come out of the year. Resilience is
something we all want our children to be,
knowing that it gives us the ability to thrive and
bounce back after challenges and this has
definitely been a year of stress and challenges
and we have definitely seen the development of
resilience in our children, families (and staff). We
have learnt that
things don’t
always go the
way we want or
how we
planned but we
have to make
the most our
situation and
find joy and the
positives that
come from it.
Although we
don’t want to
undermine the
stress that many families have felt we know that
many have enjoyed more family time together
and have
built stronger
relationships
because of it.
Siblings have
grown closer,
parents have
had more
time to be in
the moment
with their
children.

Children adjusted to the new drop off routine,
arrived at kinder, waved goodbye at the door
to Mum or Dad with new found confidence
and independence.
They were so appreciative of their time with
friends and returned to kinder, happy
engaged and with a positive attitude about
life. For some of us we have even developed
some new skills like navigating Facebook! (not
sure if that’s good or bad)

The Penguins have been a fun, caring and
happy group. They love being outside
(especially with the bugs), dramatic play,
games, creativity and being together.
With many restrictions around what we could
and couldn’t do in the program, we had to
focus on what was really important and this is
undoubtedly learning through play,
investigation and relationships. Focusing on
those three things have meant that we have
still been able to support our children in their
learning and readiness for school.
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Our program is always developed around the
children's interests and individual levels of
development. Dramatic play spaces such as the
post office or Police station) and the
supermarket has been of interest to many of our
Penguins this
year and it has
been wonderful
to include them
in our program.
They have
provided
wonderful
opportunities to
provide literacy
and numeracy
within play and
build
relationships as
they negotiate
roles and share
ideas together.

They started off building relationships with each
other, playing in small groups or even just
alongside others. Then these relationships
became stronger and the laughter and
excitement built. The room soon became filled
with the sound of laughter, chatting,
co-operation and negotiations and of course a
bit of silliness. Developing relationships with
constant disruptions to our kindergarten year
did have its challenges so we have worked
hard to support the children in this area of their
development. There is no doubt that
friendships are very high on the priority list for
our Penguin group and it has been lovely to
watch the joy they felt when reuniting
throughout the year and we are so proud of
the sense of community that has been
developed within the group.
The fill a bucket program, social stories, story
books, discussions and small group activities
were some of the many ways we supported
this sense of respect and community within the
group.

Some of the fun days that we have been able
to enjoy have included our Footy day and
book week dress up days. So wonderful to be
able to enjoy these days and see the children
share the excitement of a dress up day with
their friends. Early in the year we also enjoyed
fruit salad Friday’s, the responsible pet
ownership program and we also managed to
get in a Yoga
session and
we have
enjoyed
Although music has not been quiet as much of a
many
focus due to Covid 19 we have still enjoyed
strategies of
finding our singing voices and exploring music
mindfulness
and instruments in a fun and organic way
throughout
throughout the day. We have had some
the year as
beautiful outdoor dancing ribbon sessions with
we have
some good old-fashioned Ella Fitzgerald and
enjoyed
some modern classics. Our gathering drum,
ocean
tapping sticks and shakers have also created lots
breaths, our
of opportunities to explore beat, rhythm and the
signing bowl
joy of music.
and quiet
spaces to
The importance of play is at the centre of our
relax and
philosophy and it is how we make learning
explore
relevant to our children. It has been amazing to
watch the children’s play change throughout the strategies of emotional regulation
year.
Bugs and exploring nature has also been an
interest that the Penguins have enjoyed
exploring. They have developed skills in
co-operation, creativity, being engaged learners
and respecting nature as they go on bug hunts,
build bug homes, explore still life drawings (with
our resident stick insects) make bug lists and
explore books and facts about bugs, proving
that using interests can make learning fun and
engaging.
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Online learning…
Well, who would've thought that there would be
a need for a reflection of our online learning in
our play-based program! Although this is not
something that is a regular feature in our
program, how lucky were we to live in a time
when we were able to stay connected in such a
way.

Our Tuesday zoom sessions were also a first but
such a joy to watch. We tried to give it a
relaxed atmosphere knowing that it would be
an challenging way for 4 and 5 year olds to
interact and we loved watching the children
see each other’s faces, wave and say hello to
each other, the slight craziness as children
popped their faces in and out and the part we
loved the best was the individual goodbyes to
each other at the end (when were weren’t
abruptly cut off).

We began the program feeling very unsure of
the direction it would take us and if we could still
stay true to our philosophy of how children learn.
But as we got into the swing of it, it was wonderful
to see the joy of children engaging through our
Facebook page, sharing their reflections of
stories, their home science experiments and
wonderful treasure hunts.
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BUSH KINDER!

Although there were some interruptions, we were so happy to be able to return to the wonderful
outdoor environment that bush kinder. We were so grateful to explore and enjoy
• Tree climbing, physical endurance, strength, coordination, mindfulness.
• Lots of fallen down trees that helped us learn persistence, even when it was tricky to climb,
balance co-ordinate or problem solve.
• Bug hunts. Logs and rocks to lift and discover what was underneath and tanbark to dig in and
explore. Learning how to be respectful and caring to all the creatures in our ecosystem.
• Social confidence as we had to rely on interactions and imagination to play. The children relied
on their imagination to make patterns in the dirt, collect and sort natural materials, draw and build
with sticks and so much more.
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• Braeside park is such an amazing place to explore and learn from. Many of the children told us
about visiting the park on the weekends and shared their stories with us, we hope you all continue
to explore this beautiful place.

Thank you…
I would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge the wonderful work of our Penguins educator,
Deanne who has been a joy to work with. Her calm, respectful manner and intuitive
understanding of children is inspiring, and I know the Penguins have benefited so much from
having Deanne in the Penguin team.
A big thank you also to Judy who joined us on Fridays in the lunch relief role in term 3. Thank you so
much for jumping and supporting us during such a challenging year. You are a wonderful asset to
our team.
The committee of management have also worked so tirelessly to support staff, children and
families to keep our preschool safe and available to all. We can’t thank you enough for all your
continuing work and support. Definitely not a job you thought you were signing up to do but I
hope you all felt the appreciation and support from all.
All the staff at Mentone preschool have also worked tirelessly for our children and their families.
Michelle S, Katrina, Robyn, Kathleen, Hong, Deanne and Judy thank you for your support and hard
work in 2020, your dedication to our preschool community is amazing.
Finally, we would like to thank all the Penguins and their families, for their resilience and positivity
during such a challenging time. We wish you all well in the year ahead and hope that their
kindergarten year has prepared them well for a positive and exciting beginning to school life that
is free of interruptions and global pandemics! Please remember that although it has not quite
been the kinder year we all wanted, you have some pretty amazing children who have made the
most of and been grateful for every minute they have been at kinder and you should be very
proud of them as we are. Wishing you all a safe and happy Christmas and New Year.
Josie Milner
Penguins Educator 2020
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5. Sea Stars Report
And just like that the year is over and what a very different year it has been. In February we met 28
wonderful children and their families who joined our Sea Stars group. With them they brought their
own amazing personalities and enthusiasm for play and learning.
Term one got underway smoothly with Anne, Robyn and myself getting to know the children and
making sure they all felt comfortable in their learning environment. The start of the year is a very
important time for the children as they get to know one another and the kinder routines. It is also a
time of social and emotional learning, a time to come together as a group to learn about each
other and how we can be a good friend.
Throughout the year we help the children build confidence in developing new skills such as fine
motor for writing and cutting and gross motor for climbing, jumping and running. Numeracy,
Literacy and Science are also an important focus in our play. Activities to support these learning
areas are varied. We offer arts and crafts, drawing, painting, construction, block play, games,
home corner, manipulative toys, book area and so much more.

Term one we were lucky enough to have a visit from Simon from
the Responsible Pet Program. He taught us how to behave
around dogs and be safe with them. The children were then able
to give Simon’s dog Daisy a pat with their new found knowledge
of how to approach a dog. First you ask the owner if you can pat
the dog, then let the dog sniff your closed hand, then gently pat
on the back of the head.
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We also had a visit from Zoe from museum Victoria who bought with her a range of bugs for the
children to explore. We looked at spiders, spiny leaf insects, pray-mantis, giant cockroaches,
butterflies and much more. The children were able to dress up in bug costumes and we listened to
Zoe tell us lots of interesting facts about bugs.
By term 2 the world changed a little and we had to readjust our learning environment slightly.
Although we were living our lives a little differently at home, staff did everything to keep making
our kinder environment a safe place to be. Learning for some was done from home, while a small
group of children had access to face to face learning. We adapted many of our learning focuses
to suit all the children so they were still able to benefit from their
kinder year.
Term 2 we also said goodbye to Anne Smith who found her
calling as a teacher in her local area. We also said goodbye to
some of our kindergarten friends Srisa, Minerva, Abhay and
Nataliia but then we welcomed Ida and Veronika and in Term 3
Katrina joined our Seastars team as Educator and Judy as our
lunch reliever. It has been a very busy year.

their transition to school.

Term 4 we are now seeing our children return to onsite learning
and we are looking forward to
creating
many
wonderful
memories. Our learning and
development will continue
with many fun activities to
help the children get ready for

Over the year, the children have been engaged in many
activities that not only develop their skills but also gives them
opportunities to discover, create, explore, develop language,
build on math and science, solve problems, gain self-control,
discover their world and form friendships. We provide the
children with activities that challenge them but also where they
can achieve success to help build their confidence in discovery
and learning. If a child continually fails, they may give up but
give a child a chance to succeed they will endeavour to better
themselves.
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The children have enjoyed many different activities throughout the year such as playdoh,
painting, drawing, cutting, collage, construction, stamping, block, puzzles, dramatic play, messy
play including the sandpit and water pump and billabong as well as a variety of other activities
such as singing and dancing. With all these activities there is an amazing amount of learning
happening from language, math’s, science to social and emotional skills.
I’d like to take this time to say thank you to the Mentone Preschool team. Firstly, our Seastars
teachers, Katrina, Robyn, Anne, Julie and Judy. I’d also like to say Thank You to the Penguins
team, Josie and Deanne who supported us in term 2 and 3 and also our regular relief staff Tanya
and Jennifer. It has been a very busy and crazy year and the team work and support has been
amazing. To our Committee of Management thank you. You are all indeed a blessing in our
beautiful kindergarten.
To our 2020 families, thank you to you all, you have been amazing. We wish you all the best for
Christmas and the New Year and all the best for the next chapter in your lives.
To all our 2021 families, we welcome you with open arms. You become like family to us as we care
for your precious little ones. There may be tears on the first day, whether from the children or
yourselves but please be confident in knowing that your children are in safe, caring hands. We
look forward to the exciting things 2021 will bring for us all.
Wishing you all the best for a wonderful year ahead
Michelle, Katrina, Robyn & Judy
Sea Stars Teachers and Educators 2020
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6. Vice-President Report
Due to the restrictions Covid-19 has had on our ability to fundraise with any success this year, it was
important as a committee we have a positive year with grant applications in order to achieve any
capital improvements to our school. For 2020 we were able to successfully raise a total of $16,620 in
corporate sponsorship and government grants. As our primary project the committee agreed that
the removal and replacement of the open-flued gas wall furnaces was a priority for our school.
Thanks tothe generous support of our community partner Bendigo Bank – Community Bank Parkdale
and our successful application in the Kingston Council Annual Grant program we were able to raise
the necessary funds to remove the existing heaters and replace them with the latest technology in
Split- System units for both the main classroom and staff office areas. This work was able to be carried
out during the September school holidays to minimise any disruption to the children’s learning with
the plastering and painting repairs to be completed during the Christmas break.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

To summarize Mentone Preschool was successful with the following community grants in 2020:
Bendigo Bank Community Sponsorship Program: $7700 to replace Heating Units
Kingston Council Annual Grant program 2020-2021: $5000 to replace Heating Units
Victorian Building School Authority Building Blocks Grant: $1650 for the acquisition of a New
Desktop Computer and Digital Camera
Kingston Council Quick Response Grant April 2020 and May 2020: total $1500 for the
acquisition of Modern Teaching Aids and Garbage Bin Covers
Kingston Council Children’s Week Grant 2020: $770 to host a community parent information
evening presentation by Bamkins on “Emotional Intelligence and Positive Behaviour
Support - focusing on productive ways to respond to the emotional needs of children and
supporting children with challenging behaviours”. This event has been postponed until 2021
due to Covid-19.
Once again thanks to Bendigo Bank – Parkdale Community Bank, Kingston Council and the
Victorian Building School Authority for your generous community support to Mentone Pre
School in 2020.

Charnene Miller
Vice-President 2020
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7. President Report
When I became part of the 2020 committee in the President's role at our AGM last year, I had no idea
what to expect and I think it’s safe to say no one could have predicted the year ahead.
2020 has been an exceptional year and one we’ll never forget. The testimony to this is that we are
holding our AGM virtually rather than face to face.
For the Pre school, this has presented many challenges and obstacles to overcome. But despite
COVID, we’ve managed to achieve an incredible amount.
I’m so proud of our teachers and educators who moved swiftly to adopt a COVID Safe plan and
implement new policies and procedures to keep our children safe. They have gone above and
beyond what is expected of them.
Together with all the work they do behind the scenes, Josie and Michelle have somehow managed
to keep things as normal as possible for the kids. Proof of this: my son continuously asks to go to
Mentone Pre School on his days off.
A special thanks to Robyn, who has worked additional shifts on weekends, giving one on one story
time Zoom sessions with the Dolphins.
At all times, they put our children at the heart of everything they do. It has been an honour to hold
this role, and to get to know the teachers, educators and all our staff, together with our families in our
community.
Acknowledgements:
●
●
●

●

●

Our Vice President, Charnene, who has worked extremely hard securing grants and
corporate sponsorship throughout the year, and raised a staggering $16,620 in total.
Money raised from the grants has helped us replace the heating system, purchase new bins
and office equipment.
Erin, for her outstanding work as Treasurer, her excellent decision-making skills and her
wonderful sense of humour. Erin has managed to increase our cash reserve by 25%. This cash
reserve might prove vital in the coming two years, if and when, Jobkeeper is discontinued by
the Government. It outlines the very strict discipline that has been implemented throughout
the year.
Due to COVID incredibly strict restrictions, most fundraising events throughout the year were
cancelled. Despite this, the team has managed to raise an impressive $2,156 in total. Thank
you to Siobhan, Angela, and Leanne.
And finally, our Secretary Abel for his excellent counsel and witty French jokes.

Operational management:
●
●
●

Intensified cleaning procedures, staggered drop-offs and pick-ups, and temperature checks.
As a Committee, we decided to waive the fees for terms 2, 3 and 4 to support parents,
families during these exceptionally difficult times.
Our Quality Officer, Lis developed a bucket load of new policies and reviewed and updated
existing policies. The flagship was the COVID Safe Plan Policy, developed by Lis and Josie, a
key regulatory requirement from the Victorian Government.
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●

●

●
●

There were major disruptions to the enrollment process, including no open day. Despite this,
our 4 year-old Enrolments Officer, Jessica Mastroanni, managed to secure 45 enrolments for
next year.
Pre-COVID, we looked into having an emergency exit gate at the back of our kinder.
Unfortunately, this was not approved by our neighbours to the back and left side of our
kinder. So, we purchased an additional ladder to ensure a safer exit if required.
We have sadly had to say goodbye to one of our much-loved staff, our teaching assistant
Anne. We wish her well in her new role.
With that we welcome one new member to our kinder, Katrina as our new Sea Stars assistant.
Welcome to the team!

My personal thanks to all the 2020 Committee, who volunteer their time to the Kindergarten
community. This year has been exceptional and I would like to thank each and every one of
you for your hard work and support throughout the year.
Katrina Salhioui
President 2020

8.
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9. Treasurer’s Report
As you would expect, 2020 was an exceptionally challenging and unusual year for everyone,
including Mentone Pre School, due the Corona Virus global pandemic. Despite collecting no fees for
terms 2, 3 and 4 (term 4 falling into next financial year), the kinder has been fortunate enough to
benefit from the Federal Government's Jobkeeper program which has partially subsidized staff
wages. The results of the year, before the Jobkeeper, saw the kinder with an operating loss of
$105,672, and a final net profit of $42,416 after receiving Jobkeeper, ATO withholding tax boosts and
capital grant funding.
The preschool has a healthy cash reserve with cash on hand at the financial year end of $250,080.
Surplus cash after liabilities (staff entitlements, tax expenses and unspent capital funding) is $197,219.
The introduction of the Portable Long Service Leave Authority this year means we now pay our long
service leave entitlements for staff to a central fund each quarter, similar to Superannuation, so our
cash held for LSL is for previous years only now and will not need to grow. All cash is held in accounts
and term deposits with Bendigo Bank and there are no overdraft or borrowing facilities in use.
I would like to thank and congratulate Charnene, our Vice President, for her outstanding efforts in
securing multiple grants to upgrade our heating and cooling in the kinder, a new computer for the
office, to name a few. Thank you for your help with the banking and payments throughout the year.
The fundraising team had a very different year to any past committee, with no social events allowed,
no bunnings BBQs and the community in uncertain financial times, they managed to still raise a
healthy $2,156, I thank the team for their efforts.
Our teachers, Josie and Michelle have shown great leadership and resilience in a year like no other.
There have been many meetings outside of hours to ensure the health, safety and emotional
wellbeing of our children and their families, and they have been a great support to the committee in
navigating all the communications passed down from the education department. I would also like
to thank Robyn whose dedication and love for the children and her work has shone bright this year.
Let’s hope one day soon parents will again be able to enter the building and temperature checks
and masks won’t be required!!!
Thanks to Bendigo bank for their ongoing and generous support. Our accountant Colin who is never
too busy to have a chat and help me work through the tasks at hand, thank you too.
And finally, thanks to our President Katrina for somehow managing to always pull off getting the job
done under the pressures this year has presented, and always with a warm smile.
We know that the future, in financial terms, is a little uncertain at the moment as we prepare to move
into 2021, but with healthy cash reserves we are in a good position to weather any potential storms.
Thanks
Erin Goralski
Treasurer 2020
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10.

Three-Year-Old Enrolment
Officer Report

2020 has been a tumultuous year. We commenced the Dolphins year with excitement and
eagerness. A new teacher, a new group of children, a new sense of wonder. But this was quickly
interrupted at the end of Term one, when COVID-19 changed our entire world.
Navigating through this time has proven difficult for our teaching staff, the committee and especially
our children.
The 2020 Dolphins group has been exceptionally led by Robyn Brown, who has been employed at
Mentone Preschool since 2017. Robyn has had to step into the Primary educator role this year and
she has done a remarkable job of nurturing and supporting our children through this hard time. Hong
and Tanya have also assisted in supporting educator roles. We are fortunate to have had their
last-minute support and care during this time also. The Dolphins team have been instrumental in
keeping parents and children engaged when we were no longer able to attend, via prolific
Facebook updates/activities and Zoom meetings. For this, we are extremely grateful.
Given the extreme challenges faced this year, we have still managed to keep the Dolphins group at
its 22-student capacity. There were two cancellations earlier in the year, however these were quickly
filled. This is a testament to the outstanding reputation of Mentone Preschool and the amazing effort
of the teaching staff and committee.
The Dolphins group commencement and finishing times for 2020 had to be slightly altered in the
interest of social distancing and safety. Parents were given differing, specific times for drop-off and
pick-up so as to avoid large groups of people arriving at the Preschool at once. Normal Dolphins
group times are Tuesdays 8.30am to 12noon and Thursdays 2.00pm to 4.30pm. These times will remain
for 2021. The 2020 term fees were $455 and will also remain set for 2021.
In the face of utmost uncertainty this year, the entire Mentone Preschool team, families and wider
community have come together to continue the important work required in raising happy, healthy
and thriving children. 2020 has been taxing for everyone, but the commitment and support shown by
everyone involved with our wonderful Preschool has been very encouraging and a privilege to be a
part of.
Lidija Mustica
Three-Year-Old Enrolment Officer 2020
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11.Four-Year-Old Enrolment
Officer Report
Well 2020 was nothing that any of us could have envisioned, and we were pretty worried about the
effects it would have on enrolments, but we needn’t have worried!We started off the year with two
full 4yr old groups (28 Sea Stars and 22 Penguins) and a heap on the council waitlist. Due to covid,
there was a fair bit of movement throughout terms 2 & 3, but we ended the year with full groups,
albeit we had exhausted the waitlist.
Even though we weren’t able to hold an open day this year, we were encouraged to think outside
the box to advertise online and within the community. New families were able to view the preschool
online. We had an increased interest in the Sea Stars sessions, as families are appearing to require the
longer sessions mainly to afford both parents the opportunity to work. Fortunately we were again
able to offer a larger Sea Stars group and smaller Penguins group to accommodate each family's
needs. We ended up with enrolments for 27 in Sea Stars and 18 in Penguins.
There is currently no council waitlist, but we are expecting a fair bit of change between now and
2021 and hope to have the class sizes increase to 28 Sea Stars and 22 Penguins by the start of Term 1
2021.

Jessica Mastroanni
Four-Year-Old Enrolment Officer 2020
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10. Maintenance Report
Committee Clean-up (January)

Term 2

●

Cleaned interior windows

●

Cleaned outside foyer

●

Weeding front and rear

●

Planter boxes height adjusted

●

Trimmed bushes at front fence

●

Hinges on front gate fixed

●

Swept up leaves and sand

●

New rubbish bins surrounds / covers

●

Cleaned window sills

●

Raked over tan bark

●

Placed compost on the garden

●

Rake over tanbark

●

Water plants and trees

●

Only outdoor working bee general
tasks items completed

replaced

Term 3
●

Only outdoor working bee general
tasks items completed

Term 1
●

Tan Bark topped up with 5cm mulch

●

General tasks as per list

●

Gutters cleared

●

New outdoor planked flixed

●

Trimmed bushes on fences on back

●
●

●

Toilet roll handles fixed

●

Old heaters removed & split systems
installed

Term 4 (to be completed)

and side

●

General tasks as per list

Contents in & around shed cleared

●

Sand topped up / replaced

tidied & rearranged

●

Oiling of … TBA

Leaves cleared, weeding front and

●

Outdoor building play blocks

rear of shed for fire exit path & for
emergency ladder
●

cleaned
●

Office door lock fixed

Outdoor wall mounted chalkboards
painted / oiled

●

Cleaned windows inside and out

●

Remove & clean pole protectors

●

Smoke Alarm batteries replaced

Lucie Puk
Working Bee Coordinator 202
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11. Fundraising Report
Fundraising events offer not only a valuable source of income for the kinder but also an opportunity
for families from all groups to meet and socialise. It has been a very different year for fundraising
and we would like to give a big thank you to all our families for their support throughout the year
with participating in our limited fundraising events.
The fundraising sub committee met regularly at the start of the year and continued to communicate
over whatsapp for the remainder of the year. This was due to COVID-19 and the restrictions
imposed on everyone in Victoria. Our focus and plan for 2020 was to have at least one event per
term, with our major fundraiser being our Trivia Night and Silent Auction. However, these plans
were curbed and we were limited to the number of fundraising activities we were able to run.
We would like to thank all the wonderful organisations and local businesses that engaged with us, at
the start of the year and who offered support and kind donations towards our Trivia event, which
unfortunately needed to be cancelled. The fundraising campaigns from January to October 2020
Include:
Term 1
Mordialloc Rotary Gnome and Fairy Festival
Whilst this event’s main objective is to promote Mentone Preschool, we decided to take the
opportunity to kickstart our fundraising early. We organised 2 face-painters, purchased Art
and craft activities and fairy wings for sale at the festival. Unfortunately, the festival was
cancelled with less than a week to go.
Funds raised $0
Cadbury Chocolate Drive
The aim was to give each family a box of Cadbury Easter chocolates to sell. At this time
many families chose not to send their children to School and therefore we had a surplus of
20 boxes. We were extremely fortunate that on this occasion Cadbury allowed us to return
any unopened boxes. This saved the School $1000.
We hoped to raise $2700
Funds Raised $1189
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Easter Raffle
We held an Easter raffle, mostly funded by the parents of the Preschool. Unfortunately, we
were unable to obtain external donations as planned. A tub was left in the foyer for Parents
to donate an Easter Item. 2 Children from each Group won a hamper.
Funds Raised $327
Grill’d Local Matter’s
What better way than to help our School by supporting a local business. Families and
friends were encouraged to eat at Grill’d and pop their token into the Mentone Preschool
Jar. We were successful and came first! Thank you to Grill’d for such a lovely initiative they
provide for local businesses and Schools. The first prize was $300. Unfortunately, due to
these unprecedented times, restaurants were hard hit and we did not receive our winnings.
Funds Raised $0
Term 2
Trivia Night and Silent Auction
What would have been a fabulous social and fundraising event, did not materialise due to
restrictions. The fundraising team secured a number of donations from some wonderful
organisations and businesses however this fundraiser was cancelled. In the past this has
been a main source of fundraising and we hope this can continue in 2021.
Funds raised: $0
Bunnings Sausage Sizzle
The sausage sizzle at Bunnings is always a big win for our fundraising team and helps to raise
much needed funds. Mars Food kindly donated towards our fundraiser. Coles donated a
$20 voucher and Costco offered us a voucher towards purchases within their store. (we
were unable to collect this voucher). We would like to thank the parents who volunteered
their time to help run the sizzle. Unfortunately, again this was a fundraiser which was
cancelled.
Funds raised: $0
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Term 3
Cookie Dough Drive
With many children still remaining at home we looked into a fundraiser which could be run
online with our families. An order form was ready to go, however further restrictions were
in place and it was not going to be possible to organise the delivery of Cookie dough to
individual families. This fundraiser was cancelled.
Funds raised: $0
Term 4
Footy Finals Pie Drive and Raffle
A lovely Mentone Preschool family member who works with Patties food, donated pies to
the school towards this fundraiser which saw all monies going straight to the School!
We were also able to secure a BBQ and accessories from Bunning which we raffled off.
Funds Raised Pies: $600
Additional fundraising for the remainder of Term 4 will include a BBQ raffle, and a
Personalised keepsake.
Thanks to the Parents of Mentone Pre-School we have been able to fundraise over Term 1 and Term 4,
where we would usually be supported by our entire community for our fundraising drives, it has
really been a year focused at a school level and we are so proud and thankful to the parents of
Mentone Preschool 2020 for their continued support.

Leanne Donley, Siobhan Gallagher, Angela Klindworth
Fundraising sub-committee 2020
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12. Social Report
At the start of the year a Mentone Pre School park catch up is usually organised (by the social reps)
where families are invited to bring a picnic and socialise with other families. It is a wonderful way to
meet everyone and for the kids to start to get to know each other.
Each term a mum’s dinner or park play is organised to help keep our kindy families connected.
Unfortunately due to Covid social catch ups were not able to happen from Term 2 onwards. The
Penguins group held their Term 1 mum’s dinner at Just Italy, 14 mum’s attended and had a lovely
night out!
Despite not being able to move forward with most of the planned social events, each parent group
was able to connect via whatsapp chats. The kids were able to see what their classmates were up to
and shared their remote learning experiences on the individual Facebook groups, whilst these groups
were a space primarily for children’s voices, it was lovely for parents to see faces, meet and and get
to know new and existing kinder friends in this process.

Katharine Crompton, Fallon Levitt, & Kendra Henning
Group Social Representatives 2020
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13. Quality Report
Last year we had our four-yearly assessment as a part of the National Quality Standards, for
which we are very proud to be awarded an Exceeding rating.

This rating is essential to the

kinder to attract new families, which the kinder benefited from this year, with full classes in
each of the kinder groups.
The Committee has a choice to update policies every scheduled timeframe (generally ever 3
years), or alternatively when the Early Learning Association (ELAA) updates them. A number of
the policies were updated due to changes by ELAA, including the Dealing with Infectious
Diseases, Asthma and the Occupational Health and Safety Policy. Most of the remaining of
the policies were updated at their scheduled 3-yearly update in October.
2020 has certainly been a very difficult and trying year for all, and our kinder families were not
immune to the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.

As a result, the kinder drafted and

adopted a COVID-Safe policy, which outlines the measures and procedures undertaken to
ensure the kinder remains COVID-safe, and also how the kinder would deal with any outbreak
of COVID in the kinder.
The Committee also conducted a parent survey once all children returned in term 4 of all
kinder families in relation to how the kinder fared during the year, including during the Stage 4
lockdown period when only children of permitted workers were eligible to attend the kinder.
The parent survey is generally conducted every year, and like other years the results of this
survey will be used for the betterment of the kinder going forward.

Elisabeth Taylor
Quality Officer 2020
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14. Appendix 1 - 2019 AGM Minutes
Date:

13th November 2018

Venue:

6 Station Street, Mentone

Time:

7:30pm

Chaired by:

Natalie Beeton

Note taker:

Charnene Miller

Attendees:

Life Member: E. Grasso, J. Munt, C. Miller, N. Beeton
E. Goralski, G. Jungwirth, J. Yoo, D. Fung, E. Taylor, A. Wallace, K. Findlay, P. Smith, V.
Ermakova, S. Murray, C. Topping, L. Reddecliffe, A. Harrington, B. Plymin, R. Ha, K.
Dugdale, K. Shank, D. Mustica, N. Katu, K. Henning, F. McNulty, M. Demaria, S.
O’Donnell, T. Jordan, S. Smith, D. Collado, J. Chaplin, S. Anderson, K. Nicol, C.
Stebbing, J. Midwinter, N. Midwinter, B. Barnett, L. Taylor, J. Miovimen, J. Steel,
F. Levett, L. Tanner, C. Renfree, J. Milner, M. Sundstrom, A. Beddoe, R. Brown,
T. Wojcik

Apologies:

2018 Committee: K. Paijan, E. Milton
Life Members: J. Powell, G. Giulieri, J. Devlin, K. Patel, S. Patel, S. Magnan

Next Meeting: To be organized by 2019 committee members, email will be sent by 2019 secretary
with meeting dates for 2019.
1. WELCOME & OPENING
Welcome from Michelle S. – introducing staff members
Welcome from Natalie Beeton.
Mentone Preschool is a community run preschool whose costs are covered by fees, government
funding and fundraising. Mentone Preschool is defined by the quality of its teaching staff and active
community involvement. This year we celebrated our 60th year delivering early childhood education
to children in Mentone community.
2. MINUTES FROM PREVIOUS ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Table Minutes from 2017 AGM. Moved. Natalie. Second. Charnene
3. PRESENTATION
Natalie introduces Melinda Vander Reest from Early Life Foundation.
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Play Based Learning - Early childhood consultant
What makes children learn, develop?
What do I want for my family? What is childhood about? What to expect?
Childhood: Trust, attachment, unhurried life. Life in the Fast Lane/children are feeling hurried,
over-stimulated, overscheduled. Children are burnt out. Children need down time. Children need
more green time than screen time.
Screen Time: Studies have found children are starting prep with less vocabulary, an increase in
childhood obesity.
Skills for Success in Education & Life: Initiative, Problem solving, self-concept, persistence, relationships,
risk taking. Communication, self-regulation, resilience, cognitive processing, respectful interactions &
acceptance of diversity.
Children think differently from Adults: hands-on, counting blocks, egocentric, Limbic.
The smile and the brain. Cognitive learning is impacted by social and emotional learning
– hence why we don’t want children starting school too early.
The Value of Play – imagination is more important than knowledge, knowledge is limited, imagination
encircles the world – Albert Einstein.
Sensory play – things to touch – joy of mud, water, sand etc… play facilitates learning.
Common misunderstandings of play in education – not valued as real-learning, frivolous and
time-wasting.
Play increases our learning, oral learning, skills acquisition, creativity, innovation, engages the learner.
Appreciation of process not end product, open-ended learning, allow children to think, draw,
create, develop motor skills.
Outdoor play – good for growth, development and well-being. Research and outdoor classroom. A
little bit of risk lessens children’s anxiety. Emotion, social, cognitive improved when children play
outside.
At Kinder: Opportunity for dramatic play, develop their ideas, multi-sensory environment, individual or
group play, opportunity for individual choice.
What to Expect: A year or two for great memories, beautiful learning spaces, children and
teacher-initiated play,
The Role of Educator.
For parents to consider: it’s ok for children not to be entertained 24/7, ok for them to be bored. Don’t
have to solve every problem; read, sing to them.
The greatest gift we can give a child is childhood itself – Kathy Walker.
Enjoy being with you children.
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Josie – What goes on behind the scenes/planning. We would observe a child and tailor learning to
each individual child to help them develop in the areas they may need help with. Lots of
consideration behind choosing play material.
Natalie introduces Janice Munt – Life Member
Janice’s background: 3 children came to Mentone Pre School for 3 and 4-year-old kinder. Former
President on committee. Local member for Mordialloc, sat on Parliamentary and caucus committees
for Education. Advisor to Daniel Andrews. Royal commission into family violence.
All started here in the committee. One of the most wonderful periods of life was experience at kinder.
Formed lasting close friends from kinder. Relationships that have lasted a lifetime. Encourage you to
become a part of your community. Children take this on for the rest of their lives. Mentone Pre School
differs from other early childhood centres which are either privately owned and run by the council.
Mentone Pre School is owned by you. Building donated. It has worked this way for 60 years. Large
organisations are finding it is best to come back to the community roots. Soon you will be asked to be
a part of the committee. Not many gifts you can give your children than to be a part of your kinder
community. You will never regret it.
4. PRESIDENT REPORT
Natalie - took on the role from April this year. Has been an honour being involved. This year has
furthered the works of past committees. A number of social events – Trivia night, 60th birthday
celebration, open and orientation. Fundraising team have worked hard. 3 working bees this year.
Worked closely with Jenn Reid, Landscape Designer. Wishlist master plan developed to guide future
works. Assessment against National Quality Framework due early next year. Advertising on Bowls club
completed – trying to raise awareness of kinder in the community. Trialing the employment of an
Administration officer to help staff and provide continuity from year to year. Shifting all digital
information onto Google Drive. A number of staff changes this year. Thanks to Jenny Devlin and
welcome Josie Milner as Educational Lead, welcome to new staff Teresa, Anne and Kerrie, and sadly
farewell Michelle G. Thanks to Josie, staff and our hard-working committee. Thank you to all the
families and sponsors of Mentone Preschool.
5. TREASURER’S ANNUAL REPORT
Jared - Thank you to Natalie who has provided great leadership to our committee and has gone
over and above her duties as President. Mentone Preschool was recently losing up to 40K/year. This
year we have made a profit of 30K– staff have made significant cutbacks, thanks to staff and
previous committees
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for this turnaround. Mentone Pre School looks to make another profit for next year. We have spent
$30K on building works thanks to large grants approved in previous years. Next phase would be to
spend funds on upgrading the building interior. Thanks to the fundraising committee who raised
$6800 this year, enrolment officers for maintaining full enrolments, Publicity officer Dan, Secretary
Charnene, Vice Treasurer Kelly and our accountant Colin. Motion to accept 2018 financial reports
tabled and carried retrospectively. Motion to reappoint Mr. Andrew Miller of Small Business Works,
Chelsea as auditor,motion carried retrospectively.
6. STANDING DOWN OF 2018 COMMITTEE
Natalie officially stands down the 2018 committee.
7. ELECTION OF 2019 COMMITTEE
Natalie calls upon independent chair, Colin Stebbing, from KALCC Services, to preside over
nominations for 2019 Committee of Management
Colin: Mentone Pre School didn’t get here by chance but on the back of dedication over 60 years of
staff and committees. Personally, I have been a part of various local committees and encourage you
to become involved. You will not be alone: Staff knowledgeable and you will have the support of
past committee members. WWC check required by all committee.
2019 COMMITTEE
PRESIDENT: Fiona McNulty
VICE PRESIDENT: Louisa Tanner
TREASURER: Scott Buckingham
ASSISTANT TREASURER: Milly Demaria
SECRETARY: Sarah Murray
QUALITY OFFICER: Elisabeth Taylor
PUBLICITY OFFICER: Lidija Mustica (retrospectively appointed)
3-YEAR-OLD ENROLMENT OFFICER: Gemma Jungwirth
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4-YEAR-OLD ENROLMENT OFFICER: Kendra Henning
WORKING BEE CO-ORDINATOR: Kathleen Dugdale
FUNDRAISING COMMITTEE: Lucinda Reddecliffe, Amy Harrington, Nicola Midwinter
SOCIAL GROUP REPRESENTATIVES (3): Anke Trott (Penguins), Sarah Smith (Dolphins), Kathryn Nicol (Sea
Stars)
GENERAL COMMITTEE: Lauren Taylor, Emma Chaplin, John Midwinter, Katrina Shanks
8. ANNOUNCEMENT OF HANDOVER MEETING
Tuesday 27th November, 7pm at Mentone Pre School
9. CLOSE MEETING
Meeting closed 9pm.
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14.

Appendix 2 - Balance Sheet
Sept 2020
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15. Appendix 3 - Income &
Expenditure Statement Sept 2020
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